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OverviewOverview

What is MultimediaWhat is Multimedia?
Characteristics of multimedia
Various media types

What is Multimedia networkingWhat is Multimedia networking?
User requirements of multimedia applications on the 
network
Technologies associated with multimedia networking
Overall structure of multimedia networking 
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What is multimedia?What is multimedia?

Definition of multimedia
Hard to find a clear-cut definition
In general, multimedia is an integration of text, graphics, still and 
moving images, animation, sounds, and any other medium where 
every type of information can be represented, stored, transmitted 
and processed digitally

Characteristics of multimedia
Digital – key concept
Integration of multiple media type, usually including video or/and 
audio
May be interactive or non-interactive
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What is a Multimedia System?What is a Multimedia System?

A system that involves:A system that involves:
generationgeneration
representationrepresentation
storagestorage
transmissiontransmission
search and retrievalsearch and retrieval
deliverydelivery

of multimedia informationof multimedia information

production/authoring tools
compression and formats
file system design
networking issues
database management
server design, streaming
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A CourseA Course--onon--Demand SystemDemand System

Multimedia
Database

Network

On-line facilitator

user

Database server

Courseware
developer
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Various Media TypesVarious Media Types

Text, Graphics, image, video, animation, sound, etc.
Classifications of various media types

Captured vs. synthesized media
Captured media (natural) : information captured from the real world

Example: still image, video, audio
Synthesized media  (artificial) : information synthesize by the 
computer

Example: text, graphics, animation
Discrete vs. continuous media

Discrete media: spaced-based, media involve the space dimension 
only
Continuous media: time-based, media involves both the space and the 
time dimension

(Text, Image, Graphics)

(Video, Sound, Animation)

8

Classification of Media TypeClassification of Media Type

SoundSound VideoVideo

ImageImage

AnimationAnimation

TextText GraphicsGraphics

Captured 
From real world

Synthesized
By computer

Discrete Discrete 

Continuous Continuous
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TextText

Plain text
Unformatted
Characters coded in binary form
ASCII code
All characters have the same style and font 

Rich text
Formatted
Contains format information besides codes for characters
No predominant standards
Characters of various size, shape and style, e.g. bold, colorful

10

Plain Text vs. Rich TextPlain Text vs. Rich Text

An example of Plain textAn example of Plain text Example of Rich textExample of Rich text
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GraphicsGraphics

Revisable document that retains structural information
Consists of objects such as lines, curves, circles, etc
Usually generated by graphic editor of computer programs
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graphics (FIG file)
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ImagesImages

2D matrix consisting of pixels
Pixel—smallest element of resolution of the image
One pixel is represented by a number of bits
Pixel depth– the number of bits available to code the pixel

Have no structural information
Two categories: scanned vs. synthesized still image

Computer 
software

Computer 
software

Capture and 
A/D conversion
Capture and 

A/D conversion

Digital still imageDigital still image

Synthesized
image

Scanned
image

Camera
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Images (cont.)Images (cont.)

Examples of images
Binary image – pixel depth 1
Gray-scale – pixel depth 8
Color image – pixel depth 24

Binary image

Gray-scale imagecolor image

14

Graphics vs. ImageGraphics vs. Image

Graphics
Revisable documents
Document format retains structural information
Semantic content is preserved in presentation
Described as objects

Images
Not revisable
Document format is unaware of any structural information
Semantic content is NOT preserved
Described as bitmaps formed of individual pixels
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Video vs. AnimationVideo vs. Animation

Both images and graphics can be displayed as a succession 
of view which create an impression of movement
Video – moving images or moving pictures

Captured or Synthesized
Consists of a series of bitmap images
Each image is called a frame

Frame rate: the speed to playback the video (frame per second)

Animation – moving graphics
Generated by computer program (animation authoring tools)
Consists of a set of objects
The movements of the objects are calculated and the view is 
updated at playback
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SoundSound
1-D time-based signal

Speech vs. non-speech sound
Speech – supports spoken language and has a semantic content 
Non-speech – does not convey semantics in general

Natural vs. structured sound
Natural sound – Recorded/generated sound wave represented as 
digital signal

Example: Audio in CD, WAV files
Structured sound – Synthesize sound in a symbolic way

Example: MIDI file
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Networked MultimediaNetworked Multimedia
Local vs. networked multimedia

Local: storage and presentation of multimedia information in 
standalone computers

Sample applications: DVD 
Networked: involve transmission and distribution of multimedia 
information on the network

Sample applications: videoconferencing, web video broadcasting, 
multimedia Email, etc.

InternetInternetVideo server

Image serverA scenario of multimedia networking

18

Consideration of Networked MultimediaConsideration of Networked Multimedia

Characteristics of multimedia information
Large data volume

Exercise: What is the size of a video clip of 60 minutes if the frame 
size is 640*480,  the pixel depth is 24, and the frame rate is 24 fps?
Real-time property

Continuous display
Delay requirement of multimedia applications

Properties of current Internet
Limitation of bandwidth
Best effort network, cannot guarantee quality of multimedia 
applications
Heterogeneity 

Different user requirements
Different user network conditions
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Consideration of Networked MultimediaConsideration of Networked Multimedia

Requirements of multimedia applications on the network
Delay requirement
Quality requirement

Satisfactory quality of media presentation
Synchronization requirement
Continuous requirement (no jerky video/audio)
Can tolerant some degree of information loss

Challenges of multimedia networking
Conflict between media size and bandwidth limit of the network
Conflict between the user requirement of multimedia application 
and the best-effort network
How to meet different requirements of different users?

20

Technologies of Multimedia NetworkingTechnologies of Multimedia Networking

Media compression – reduce the data volume
Address the1st challenge

Image compression
Video compression
Audio compression

Multimedia transmission technology
Address the 2nd and 3rd challenges

Protocols for real-time transmission
Rate / congestion control
Error control
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Multimedia Networking SystemsMultimedia Networking Systems

Live media transmission system
Capture, compress, and transmit the media on the fly (example?)

Send stored media across the network
Media is pre-compressed and stored at the server. This system 
delivers the stored media to one or multiple receivers. (example?)

Differences between the two systems
For live media delivery:

Real-time media capture, need hardware support
Real-time compression– speed is important
Compression procedure can be adjusted based on network conditions

For stored media delivery
Offline compression – better compression result is important
Compression can not be adjusted during transmission
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Generic Media Streaming SystemGeneric Media Streaming System

Video
Encoder

Input video Compressed 
Video Streaming

Server
InternetInternet

ReceiverVideo
Decoder

Video Display

Error control, rate
control can be done
here to improve QoS

Error control, provide
feedback to the sender

Compressed Video
Video Packets
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Multimedia Multimedia Search and Search and 
Information RetrievalInformation Retrieval

24

RequirementsRequirements of an MMDBSof an MMDBS

StorageStorage and Retrieval of Media and Retrieval of Media ObjectsObjects
DeviceDevice and and formatformat independeceindependece
Relations Relations betweenbetween datadata in different mediasin different medias
ContentContent orientedoriented searchsearch
RealReal--time time abilityability
Interfaces and Interfaces and operationsoperations
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CharacteristicsCharacteristics of of MediaMedia ObjectsObjects

UnformatedUnformated DataData
CanCan havehave anyany lengthlength
One One ObjectObject consistsconsists of of rawraw, , registrationregistration and and 
identifyingidentifying datadata
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CharacteristicsCharacteristics of of MediaMedia ObjectsObjects (cont.)(cont.)

RawRaw DataData
Bitstring of an image, text etc.Bitstring of an image, text etc.

RegistrationRegistration DataData
DataData HeaderHeader, , heightheight, , widthwidth, , formatsformats, etc., etc.

IdentifyingIdentifying DataData
additional additional informationinformation such as time such as time oror locationlocation
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Audio Search and Information Audio Search and Information 
Retrieval (IR)Retrieval (IR)

The basics of audio information retrieval and The basics of audio information retrieval and 
audio searchaudio search
Annotation based Audio Information Retrieval.Annotation based Audio Information Retrieval.
ContentContent--based Audio Retrieval.based Audio Retrieval.

28

The Basics of Audio Search and The Basics of Audio Search and 
Audio Information Retrieval Audio Information Retrieval 

Audio Information Retrieval is the process of retrieving Audio Information Retrieval is the process of retrieving 
audio information by using various audio information by using various available resourcesavailable resources::

If the available resources are series of keywords annotated If the available resources are series of keywords annotated 
manually manually --> Text> Text--based retrievalbased retrieval

Text based searching for audio information is most commonText based searching for audio information is most common

If the available resource is a piece of audio information (ex: aIf the available resource is a piece of audio information (ex: a
melody of a song) melody of a song) --> Content> Content--based retrieval.based retrieval.

Content based audio research is promising and attractive, but thContent based audio research is promising and attractive, but there is ere is 
a long way to go a long way to go ……
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Why is Audio IR important?Why is Audio IR important?

Audio information in the form of music is one of the Audio information in the form of music is one of the 
dominant forms of entertainmentdominant forms of entertainment
News reportingNews reporting
Comedy audio segmentsComedy audio segments
Online radio and sports broadcastsOnline radio and sports broadcasts
Audio in presentations leads to a more interesting and Audio in presentations leads to a more interesting and 
interactive productinteractive product
Research and homeworkResearch and homework
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What are some Audio IR What are some Audio IR 
Mechanisms?Mechanisms?

Annotation based Audio RetrievalAnnotation based Audio Retrieval
PeerPeer--toto--peer file sharing softwarepeer file sharing software
FTP, Streaming audio, WebsitesFTP, Streaming audio, Websites
Online network drivesOnline network drives

ContentContent--based Audio Retrievalbased Audio Retrieval
Audio feature extractionAudio feature extraction
Audio classification and RetrievalAudio classification and Retrieval
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Brief OverviewBrief Overview

The basics of audio information retrieval and The basics of audio information retrieval and 
audio searchaudio search
Annotation based Audio Information Retrieval.Annotation based Audio Information Retrieval.
ContentContent--based Audio Retrieval.based Audio Retrieval.
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PeerPeer--toto--Peer File Sharing SoftwarePeer File Sharing Software

PeerPeer--toto--peer software connects one computer to peer software connects one computer to 
another directly without a central point of another directly without a central point of 
managementmanagement
Information can be queried and results Information can be queried and results 
transferred from one computer to another transferred from one computer to another 
computercomputer
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PeerPeer--toto--Peer File Sharing Software Peer File Sharing Software 
(cont.)(cont.)

Some common software examplesSome common software examples
NapsterNapster
BearshareBearshare
KaZaAKaZaA
WinMXWinMX
Others: eDonkey2000, Others: eDonkey2000, FuriFuri, , BlubsterBlubster, , GroksterGrokster, , MadsterMadster, , 
etc.etc.
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PeerPeer--toto--Peer File Sharing Software Peer File Sharing Software 
(cont.)(cont.)

ProblemsProblems
SpywareSpyware

Programs that collect information about the user and Programs that collect information about the user and 
usage of the computerusage of the computer

Virus transmittalVirus transmittal
Trojan horseTrojan horse
Ex: Ex: ““Rolling Stones Rolling Stones –– Ruby Tuesday.exeRuby Tuesday.exe””

Too many unrelated results returnedToo many unrelated results returned
Query for the music band Query for the music band ““LoveLove””

Thousands of songs with Thousands of songs with ““lovelove”” in the title are returnedin the title are returned

Mismatched names and identification infoMismatched names and identification info
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Streaming AudioStreaming Audio

Used on many commercial websites to provide Used on many commercial websites to provide 
sound samples of musicsound samples of music

Ex: Ex: www.cdnow.comwww.cdnow.com

Allows for quick audio information retrieval Allows for quick audio information retrieval 
No permanent download neededNo permanent download needed

Used for many news and radio broadcastsUsed for many news and radio broadcasts
Ex: Ex: www.nfl.comwww.nfl.com (live radio broadcasts)(live radio broadcasts)

Real Audio and Windows Media Player are the Real Audio and Windows Media Player are the 
most common playersmost common players
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WebsitesWebsites

Some websites have audio information available Some websites have audio information available 
for download free of costfor download free of cost

www.mp3.comwww.mp3.com
Usually stored on their own personal storage spaceUsually stored on their own personal storage space
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Online network drivesOnline network drives

Good for sharing audio information between people on Good for sharing audio information between people on 
the same networkthe same network

Students on a residence hall networkStudents on a residence hall network
Employees at work on the same networkEmployees at work on the same network

PositivesPositives
Fast transfer between computersFast transfer between computers

NegativesNegatives
No transfers if network is downNo transfers if network is down
Virus transmittalVirus transmittal
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Brief OverviewBrief Overview

The basics of audio information retrieval and The basics of audio information retrieval and 
audio searchaudio search
Annotation based Audio Information Retrieval.Annotation based Audio Information Retrieval.
ContentContent--based Audio Retrievalbased Audio Retrieval..
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ContentContent--based Audio Retrievalbased Audio Retrieval

WhatWhat’’s contents content--based retrieval?based retrieval?
General Audio Features for information General Audio Features for information 
retrieval.retrieval.
Audio training and classificationAudio training and classification
Audio Retrieval.Audio Retrieval.
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WhatWhat’’s contents content--based retrieval?based retrieval?

The retrieval is facilitated by the information content in contrThe retrieval is facilitated by the information content in contrast to simple ast to simple 
retrieval based on manual index terms or keywordsretrieval based on manual index terms or keywords..
WhatWhat’’s the content?s the content?

The semantic concept meaning of the information.The semantic concept meaning of the information.
Why keyWhy key--words annotation is not good.words annotation is not good.

Subjective and expensiveSubjective and expensive
InsufficientInsufficient

How to describe the content?How to describe the content?
Features:Features:

Audio: Loudness, bandwidth, pitch..Audio: Loudness, bandwidth, pitch..
Image: Color, Texture, Objects..Image: Color, Texture, Objects..
Video: Temporal information change, Image+AudioVideo: Temporal information change, Image+Audio
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Insufficient of keyInsufficient of key--words words 
descriptiondescription

KeyKey--words are simply pale in describing many words are simply pale in describing many 
informationinformation
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Audio Search:Audio Search:
ContentContent--Based Retrieval (cont.)Based Retrieval (cont.)

New device by Philips Electronics in the Netherlands New device by Philips Electronics in the Netherlands 
(hope to hit consumer market 2004)(hope to hit consumer market 2004)

Microphone device captures your voiceMicrophone device captures your voice
““Audio fingerprintsAudio fingerprints”” are determinedare determined

Melody query then is sent to a databaseMelody query then is sent to a database
Results are returnedResults are returned
Good for finding a song you donGood for finding a song you don’’tt
know by name but know by tuneknow by name but know by tune
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Advantage and DisadvantageAdvantage and Disadvantage

Advantage:Advantage:
Objective. Objective. 
Efficient. (In the case you do not even know how to describe Efficient. (In the case you do not even know how to describe 
your query)your query)
Automatic.Automatic.

Disadvantage:Disadvantage:
Involve lots of pattern recognition techniques which are still Involve lots of pattern recognition techniques which are still 
ongoing research problemsongoing research problems
Precision is low.Precision is low.
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General Audio Retrieval FrameworkGeneral Audio Retrieval Framework

Audio Repository Features Extraction

Classification: Male, 
Laughing, 

Indexing:Using 
feature describe 

audio unit

Audio Database
RetrievalAudio Example

Features 
Extraction

User 
InterfaceKeywords

Browsing
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ContentContent--based Audio Retrievalbased Audio Retrieval

WhatWhat’’s contents content--based retrieval?based retrieval?
General Audio Features for information General Audio Features for information 
retrieval.retrieval.
Audio training and classificationAudio training and classification
Audio Retrieval.Audio Retrieval.
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Audio Search:Audio Search:
General Audio FeaturesGeneral Audio Features

TimeTime--domain Featuresdomain Features
Average energy:Average energy: loudness of audio signalsloudness of audio signals
Zero Cross RateZero Cross Rate
Silence RatioSilence Ratio

FrequencyFrequency--domain Featuresdomain Features
Sound SpectrumSound Spectrum
Bandwidth:Bandwidth: frequency range of a soundfrequency range of a sound
Energy distributionEnergy distribution
Harmony:Harmony: In harmonic sound the spectral In harmonic sound the spectral 
components are mostly whole number multiples of components are mostly whole number multiples of 
the lowest, and most often, the loudest frequency. the lowest, and most often, the loudest frequency. 
The lowest frequency is called fundamental The lowest frequency is called fundamental 
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TimeTime--domain Featuresdomain Features

48

TimeTime--domain featuresdomain features
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FrequencyFrequency--domain Featuresdomain Features

Audio signal is often broken into blocks (frames) and DFT is Audio signal is often broken into blocks (frames) and DFT is 
applied to each of the framesapplied to each of the frames

50

FrequencyFrequency--domain Featuresdomain Features
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FrequencyFrequency--domain Featuresdomain Features

52

SpectrogramSpectrogram
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Acoustic Feature ExtractionAcoustic Feature Extraction

Extract features from each 15 ms windowExtract features from each 15 ms window
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Acoustic Features ExtractionAcoustic Features Extraction

Variation of aspects over time:Variation of aspects over time:
Compute aspect values at certain time Compute aspect values at certain time 
intervals (window)intervals (window)
Derive features from sequences:Derive features from sequences:

AAverage valueverage value
VVarianceariance
AAutocorrelationutocorrelation

(feature values weighted by amplitude)(feature values weighted by amplitude)
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Sound ExampleSound Example

56

ContentContent--based Audio Retrievalbased Audio Retrieval

WhatWhat’’s contents content--based retrieval?based retrieval?
General Audio Features for information General Audio Features for information 
retrieval.retrieval.
Audio training and classificationAudio training and classification
Audio Retrieval.Audio Retrieval.
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Audio ClassificationAudio Classification

58

Speech Speech vsvs MusicMusic
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Audio Classification FrameworkAudio Classification Framework

60

StepStep--byby--step classificationstep classification
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FeatureFeature--vector based audio vector based audio 
classificationclassification

62

Training the system and classify Training the system and classify 
the examplethe example

Training:Training:
Providing set of examples to let the computer learn Providing set of examples to let the computer learn 
the difference among different categories.the difference among different categories.

C4.5 Classifiers (Quinlan).C4.5 Classifiers (Quinlan).
Speech has high Pitch value, but noise doesnSpeech has high Pitch value, but noise doesn’’t.t.

Training Audio Systems:Training Audio Systems:
Based on set of training sounds for a property Based on set of training sounds for a property 
(e.g. scratchiness) compute property(e.g. scratchiness) compute property--specific specific 
mean and covariancemean and covariance
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A simplified training and A simplified training and 
classification schemeclassification scheme

Weighted Euclidean distanceWeighted Euclidean distance
Compute distances to means of all classes, select class with minCompute distances to means of all classes, select class with minimum imum 
distancedistance

Can also define a likelihood value Can also define a likelihood value LL based the normal distributionbased the normal distribution
This value can be interpreted as This value can be interpreted as ““how muchhow much”” of the defining property for of the defining property for 
the class the new sound has. the class the new sound has. 

64

Example of Audio ClassesExample of Audio Classes
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ContentContent--based Audio Retrievalbased Audio Retrieval

WhatWhat’’s contents content--based retrieval?based retrieval?
General Audio Features for information General Audio Features for information 
retrieval.retrieval.
Audio training and classificationAudio training and classification
Audio Retrieval.Audio Retrieval.
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ContentContent--based Audio database based Audio database 
browse and retrievalbrowse and retrieval

Based on the manual annotation and automatic Based on the manual annotation and automatic 
classification.classification.
Support the browse in advance Support the browse in advance 

ItIt’’s necessary for rough query.s necessary for rough query.

Refine the user query step by step.Refine the user query step by step.

An example from An example from SoundFisherSoundFisher..
Muscle FishMuscle Fish
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Other Audio Retrieval AreasOther Audio Retrieval Areas

Music retrievalMusic retrieval
Melody transcription and Music scores.Melody transcription and Music scores.

Based on approximate string matchingBased on approximate string matching

Speech retrievalSpeech retrieval
Queries formulated as text or speech. Queries formulated as text or speech. 

Speech recognition Speech recognition --> Text > Text 
Errors in speech recognition (misses, false alarms)Errors in speech recognition (misses, false alarms)
Recognition of word boundaries is difficultRecognition of word boundaries is difficult
Limited size of recognizable vocabularyLimited size of recognizable vocabulary

Mapping the speech document into feature vectors. (Well Mapping the speech document into feature vectors. (Well 
selected feature space)selected feature space)
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The Future of Audio IRThe Future of Audio IR

Unanswered QuestionsUnanswered Questions
Will faster computers = faster audio IR and search Will faster computers = faster audio IR and search 
mechanisms?mechanisms?
What direction will the new audio IR systems head What direction will the new audio IR systems head 
towards?  Contenttowards?  Content--based retrieval or text based based retrieval or text based 
retrieval?retrieval?
How will new file storage mediums and new How will new file storage mediums and new 
compression methods affect audio IR?compression methods affect audio IR?
What will the impact of querying by audio be once What will the impact of querying by audio be once 
the software hits the commercial market?the software hits the commercial market?
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Image Retrieval (1)Image Retrieval (1)

Attribute based image retrieval Attribute based image retrieval 
by IDby ID
default file attributes: date, author, sizedefault file attributes: date, author, size
predefined attributes: title, themepredefined attributes: title, theme

Content based image retrievalContent based image retrieval
Content indexing by: color, texture, shape, object Content indexing by: color, texture, shape, object 
recognitionrecognition

70

Image Retrieval (2)Image Retrieval (2)

Attribute based image retrievalAttribute based image retrieval
fastfast
User query the database by specifying attributes in User query the database by specifying attributes in 
text text 

Content based image retrievalContent based image retrieval
SlowSlow
User query the database by specifying predefined User query the database by specifying predefined 
criteria's (color index) or examples (criteria's (color index) or examples (f.ef.e. wood . wood 
texture) texture) 
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Image retrieval based on color (1)Image retrieval based on color (1)

Compute a color histogram of each image Compute a color histogram of each image 
in the databasein the database

Color histogram: proportion of pixels of each Color histogram: proportion of pixels of each 
color within the imagecolor within the image

72

Image retrieval based on color (2)Image retrieval based on color (2)
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Image retrieval based on color (2)Image retrieval based on color (2)

74

Image retrieval based on color (3)Image retrieval based on color (3)
Query formulationQuery formulation

Specify proportion of each color (25% red, 75% Specify proportion of each color (25% red, 75% 
olive green) olive green) 
Example image Example image 

PraxisPraxis
Lighting controlLighting control
Color normalizationColor normalization
Swain&BallardSwain&Ballard MethodMethod
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Image retrieval based on texture Image retrieval based on texture 
(1)(1)

22--dimensional arrangement of the intensitiesdimensional arrangement of the intensities
MethodsMethods

Directionality, regularity, periodicity (Tamura, Liu, Directionality, regularity, periodicity (Tamura, Liu, PicardPicard))
GaborGabor filters, fractals (Ma, filters, fractals (Ma, ManjunathManjunath))

Query formulation Query formulation 
by exampleby example

get all picture with the same variations of intensityget all picture with the same variations of intensity
by code wordsby code words

Important classes of texture: sky, wood Important classes of texture: sky, wood a.s.oa.s.o..
by specifying texture distance valueby specifying texture distance value

EXAMPLEEXAMPLE
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Image retrieval based on texture Image retrieval based on texture 
(2)(2)

Methods and implementationsMethods and implementations
coarsenesscoarseness
average gray scale valueaverage gray scale value
number of horizontal and vertical number of horizontal and vertical extremaextrema

ExtremaExtrema are obtained by comparing the pixel value of the are obtained by comparing the pixel value of the 
““targettarget”” pixel to the value of the neighboring pixel to see if it pixel to the value of the neighboring pixel to see if it 
qualifies as a maximum or minimum. qualifies as a maximum or minimum. 

Texture features are calculated for each of the subTexture features are calculated for each of the sub--regions of regions of 
the image.  the image.  

Typically we divide an image into 8 by 8 uniform subTypically we divide an image into 8 by 8 uniform sub--regions and regions and 
calculate the above texture features for each of these subcalculate the above texture features for each of these sub--regions.regions.
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Image retrieval based on texture Image retrieval based on texture 
(3)(3)

For each subFor each sub--region:region:
Number of row Number of row extremaextrema in a regionin a region
Number of column Number of column extremaextrema in a regionin a region
Average grayAverage gray--scale value of scale value of extremaextrema in imagein image
““CoarsenessCoarseness”” value of each region. value of each region. 

The texture features of  all the subThe texture features of  all the sub--regions regions 
of an image, make up the global texture of an image, make up the global texture 
feature of the image.feature of the image.
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Image retrieval based on texture Image retrieval based on texture 
(4)(4)

Image similarity defines by distance Image similarity defines by distance 
functionfunction
Distance = a* Distance = a* ddrere + b*+ b*ddcece + c*d+ c*dgg + d*+ d*ddcscs

ddrere: difference in row : difference in row extremaextrema
ddcece: difference in column : difference in column extremaextrema
ddgg: difference in gray scale value: difference in gray scale value
ddcscs: difference in : difference in coursenesscourseness valuevalue

The above distance is interpreted as The above distance is interpreted as 
the texture distance between two the texture distance between two 
different imagesdifferent images
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Retrieval based on shapeRetrieval based on shape

Shape is defined by Shape is defined by x,yx,y coordinates of boundary coordinates of boundary 
pointspoints
Shape similarity should includeShape similarity should include

translationtranslation
uniform scalinguniform scaling
orientation changingorientation changing

the are no general solution for this problem, the are no general solution for this problem, 
some methods are available (Dickinson)some methods are available (Dickinson)

Image Retrieval: Current Techniques, Image Retrieval: Current Techniques, 
Promising Directions, and Open Promising Directions, and Open 

IssuesIssues

Adopted from:Adopted from:
YongYong RuiRui, Thomas Huang and Shih, Thomas Huang and Shih--Fu ChangFu Chang
Published in the Journal of Visual Communication and Image ReprePublished in the Journal of Visual Communication and Image Representation.sentation.
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History of Image RetrievalHistory of Image Retrieval

Traditional textTraditional text--based image search enginesbased image search engines
Manual annotation of imagesManual annotation of images
Use textUse text--based retrieval methodsbased retrieval methods

E.g. E.g. Water lilies

Flowers in a pond

<Its biological name>

82

Limitations of textLimitations of text--based approachbased approach

Problem of image annotationProblem of image annotation
Large volumes of databasesLarge volumes of databases
Valid only for one language Valid only for one language –– with image retrieval this with image retrieval this 
limitation should not existlimitation should not exist

Problem of human perceptionProblem of human perception
Subjectivity of human perceptionSubjectivity of human perception
Too much responsibility on the endToo much responsibility on the end--useruser

Problem of deeper (abstract) needsProblem of deeper (abstract) needs
Queries that cannot be described at all, but tap into the visualQueries that cannot be described at all, but tap into the visual
features of images.features of images.
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What is CBIR?What is CBIR?

Images have rich content.Images have rich content.
This content can be extracted as various content This content can be extracted as various content 
features:features:

Mean color , Color Histogram etcMean color , Color Histogram etc……

Take the responsibility of forming the query Take the responsibility of forming the query 
away from the user.away from the user.
Each image will now be described by its own Each image will now be described by its own 
features.features.

84

CBIR CBIR –– A sample search queryA sample search query

User wants to search for, say, many rose imagesUser wants to search for, say, many rose images
He submits an existing rose picture as query.He submits an existing rose picture as query.
He submits his own sketch of rose as query.He submits his own sketch of rose as query.

The system will extract image features for this The system will extract image features for this 
query.query.
It will compare these features with that of other It will compare these features with that of other 
images in a database.images in a database.
Relevant results will be displayed to the user.Relevant results will be displayed to the user.
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Sample QuerySample Query
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Sample CBIR architectureSample CBIR architecture
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Feature ExtractionFeature Extraction

What are image features?What are image features?
Primitive featuresPrimitive features

Mean color (RGB)Mean color (RGB)
Color HistogramColor Histogram

Semantic featuresSemantic features
Color Layout, texture etcColor Layout, texture etc……

Domain specific featuresDomain specific features
Face recognition, fingerprint matching etcFace recognition, fingerprint matching etc……

General features

88

Mean ColorMean Color

Pixel Color Information: R, G, BPixel Color Information: R, G, B
Mean component (R,G or B)= Mean component (R,G or B)= 
Sum of that component for all pixels Sum of that component for all pixels 

Number of pixelsNumber of pixels

Pixel
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HistogramHistogram

Frequency count of each individual colorFrequency count of each individual color
Most commonly used color feature Most commonly used color feature 
representationrepresentation

Image Corresponding histogram
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Color LayoutColor Layout

Need for Color LayoutNeed for Color Layout
Global color features give too many false positivesGlobal color features give too many false positives

How it works:How it works:
Divide whole image into subDivide whole image into sub--blocksblocks
Extract features from each subExtract features from each sub--blockblock

Can we go one step further?Can we go one step further?
Divide into regions based on color feature Divide into regions based on color feature 
concentrationconcentration
This process is called segmentation.This process is called segmentation.
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Example: Color layoutExample: Color layout

** Image adapted from Smith and Chang : Single Color Extraction and Image Query
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TextureTexture

Texture Texture –– innate property of all surfacesinnate property of all surfaces
Clouds, trees, bricks, hair etcClouds, trees, bricks, hair etc……

Refers to visual patterns of homogeneityRefers to visual patterns of homogeneity
Does not result from presence of single colorDoes not result from presence of single color
Most accepted classification of textures based on Most accepted classification of textures based on 
psychology studies psychology studies –– Tamura representationTamura representation

• Coarseness

• Contrast

• Directionality

• Linelikeness

• Regularity

• Roughness
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Segmentation issuesSegmentation issues

Considered as a difficult problemConsidered as a difficult problem
Not reliableNot reliable
Segments regions, but not objectsSegments regions, but not objects
Different requirements from segmentation:Different requirements from segmentation:

Shape extraction: High Accuracy requiredShape extraction: High Accuracy required
Layout features: Coarse segmentation may be Layout features: Coarse segmentation may be 
enoughenough
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Example: IBMExample: IBM’’ss QBICQBIC

QBIC QBIC –– Query by Image ContentQuery by Image Content
First commercial CBIR system.First commercial CBIR system.
Model system Model system –– influenced many others.influenced many others.
Uses color, texture, shape featuresUses color, texture, shape features
TextText--based search can also be combined.based search can also be combined.
Uses R*Uses R*--trees for indexingtrees for indexing
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QBIC QBIC –– Search by colorSearch by color

** Images courtesy : Yong Rao
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QBIC QBIC –– Search by shapeSearch by shape

** Images courtesy : Yong Rao
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QBIC QBIC –– Query by sketchQuery by sketch

** Images courtesy : Yong Rao
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Example: VirageExample: Virage

Developed by Virage inc.Developed by Virage inc.
Like QBIC, supports queries based on color, Like QBIC, supports queries based on color, 
layout, texturelayout, texture
Supports arbitrary combinations of these Supports arbitrary combinations of these 
features with weights attached to eachfeatures with weights attached to each
This gives users more control over the search This gives users more control over the search 
processprocess
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Example: VisualSEEkExample: VisualSEEk

Research prototype Research prototype –– University of ColumbiaUniversity of Columbia
Mainly different because it considers spatial Mainly different because it considers spatial 
relationships between objects.relationships between objects.
Global features like mean color, color histogram Global features like mean color, color histogram 
can give many false positivescan give many false positives
Matching spatial relationships between objects Matching spatial relationships between objects 
and visual features together result in a powerful and visual features together result in a powerful 
search.search.
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Example: ISearchExample: ISearch
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ISearchISearch

102

ISearchISearch
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Feature selection in ISearchFeature selection in ISearch

104

Database Admin facility in ISearchDatabase Admin facility in ISearch
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Open issuesOpen issues

Gap between low level features and highGap between low level features and high--level level 
conceptsconcepts
Human in the loop Human in the loop –– interactive systemsinteractive systems
Retrieval speed Retrieval speed –– most research prototypes can most research prototypes can 
handle only a few thousand images.handle only a few thousand images.
A reliable testA reliable test--bed and measurement criterion.bed and measurement criterion.


